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Isis establishment in sirt 

 Sirte: Jul 30, 2013:  

 Zawia martyrs brigade commanded by colonel salah abuhleeg of the 

sa3qa bregade  attacked Ansar alsharia injuring the commander ahmed 

altir known as abu ali. And killing an Algerian called ali bensasi. The local 

council member fauzi abuzid condemned the attack by abuhlig and 

denied that there was an Algerian and called the attack barbaric . 

 Altir died a month later in Tunis of his injury's. 

  

 6 December -2013:  Salah abuhliga was killed 

  

 12 march 2014:  libya shield attacked abu7liga and aljalet brigade in 

excuse to liberate oil fields. 

 

 Sirt becomes under control of Ansar alsharia . 



            Isis in sabratha 

 Sabratha: July 4 2014: Three Europeans working for an Italian 
construction company (piacantini) in Libya were kidnapped. 
The three men - Bosnian Petar Matic, Macedonian Miljazin 
Gafuri and Italian Marco Vallisay 

 

  

 Tunisian aymen alzawli 22 years. Was caught in zuwara. 

 

 Mujahed souk aljoumah  27 years .was in Ireland. Never 
caught. 

 

 

 The Macedonian and Bosnian were released after a month. 

 

 



sabratha 

 July 23, 2015 Four Italian workers who were 

kidnapped on the road to meilta oil & gas 

compound. 
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Tunisian crossing 

 Bingerdan tribes connection to alurban tribes 

 

 Socio tribal aspects 

 Socio tribal tactics used by isis 

 

 

 



Ethnic and tribe diversity 

Mellita 

oil & gas 



Main isis doctrines  

 The management of savagery by alhkaymah. 

 

 

 " إدارة التوحش"كتابه  the three steps of the state. Jihad 

alnikaya.jihad alumum.and altmkin.  



              Midkhali's    

 

 2014 fatwa of neutrality. 

 

 July 2016: Rabee3 almadkhali issues a statement 

to fight against the muslim brotherhood. 

 More precise and long term strategy. 

 Similar social network strategy as isis. 

 



             

              Thank you !!! 

 

                !!!! 
            

                Grazie !!! 


